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ABSTRACT
Context. Agile software development mainly focuses on value creation, and the first principle of the
Agile Manifesto is to deliver a valuable software to customers. In spite of the great significance of value,
there are few studies investigated what value is from the perspective of industry practitioners.
Objectives. In this study we perform a replication study about value definitions, usage, and
measurements in China and make a comparative analysis with the similar study did in Sweden. The
primary objectives of this study are to: a) identify value aspects from Chinese software organizations;
b) list and describe activities to achieve or maximize the value aspects, and also with the measurements;
c) find the similarities and differences between China and Sweden.
Methods. The data was collected by using the semi-structured interviews from 30 participants in 20
Chinese agile software development organizations. We utilized the content analysis and the Statistics
methods to analyze the 30 data points.
Results. The participants identified 18 value aspects and prioritized them, and the value aspects were
analyzed by domains and roles. The three most important value aspects are the Delivery process w.r.t.
time, Organization, and Team members; different domain focused on different value aspects; the project
manager concerned more about the Delivery process w.r.t. time, Organization, and Team members,
while the product owners focused more on Customer satisfaction. Then, we list and described the
activities to achieve or maximize the value aspects, described some methods and strategies to
measure/assure/evaluate them. Most of the activities were related to agile practices and the most
activities were used to achieve the Delivery process w.r.t. time. Finally, we presented the similarities
and differences between those value results from China and Sweden, the most important difference is
that the Swedish participants put the Customer value perspective at the first place, while Chinese
participants would like to balance the value between Customer and Internal Business.
Conclusions. We concluded that: 1) the Chinese participants thought that the key success factor of a
software product was to delivery it with high quality to customers on time; 2) the main activities to
achieve value were related to agile practices, and some participants used some tools to assure project
process; 3) For better communications and collaborations between Chinese and Swedish software
companies, we recommend: a) for Chinese companies, they need to i) concern more about Customer
perspective than before; ii) understand the core concepts of agile methods and their using contexts for
flexible application; iii) transfer from traditional organization architecture to project-based organization
architecture; b) for Swedish companies, they need to i) focus more on Internal business perspective; ii)
use some tools and methods to achieve their value aspects; iii) find a suitable way to collaborate between
agile teams and non-agile teams.

Keywords: Value, Agile Software Development,
Replication, Similarities and Differences.
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TERMINOLOGY
Terms
Organization
Telecom

Explanation
It includes a team or teams.
Telecommunication

i
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1!

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, Global Software Development (GSD) has received considerable
interests from research and industrial applications [1] as the benefits of low cost, more
experienced team members, faster market growth, etc. [2] [3] [4] [5]. Though, global
teams pose many challenges, such as the lack of communication, low level of control,
cultural differences, etc., and these challenges drive software companies or
organizations to the transition from traditional software development methods to agile
methods [6]. Agile software development aims at creating value, and the development
process is the value creation process [7][8]. In particular lean software development
explicitly emphasized the term value and value creation [9]. Even though value is of
great importance in agile software development, most studies in the literature focused
on some specific agile methods, the benefits of agile methods, or the combinations of
different agile methods. Some studies investigated the value and value creation in agile
software development processes, and the studies [10][11][12][13][14] reported that the
agile practices would facilitate value creation and provided some relevant value aspects
(VAs). However, we found that those VAs were limited, and some researchers pointed
out that the content of value was complex and it was difficult to define [15]. Besides,
Chase [16] presented two types of value creation, which were process value and product
value and corresponding VAs. Khurum et al. [17] proposed the Software Value Map
(SVM) to show value in details.
While studying the literature, we noticed that studies (e.g. [18][19][17][20]) did not
clearly describe the value definitions used in real industrial contexts, nor provided the
readers how to use and measure them. Alahyari et al. [21] investigated the definitions,
use, and measurements of value in agile software development organizations, focusing
Swedish organizations or companies. In recent years, China has become an admirable
player in the global software markets. Chinese software products are of great potential
in the world, and the Chinese software companies’ increase there development speed is
very fast [22][23]. Because we have contacts in many Chinese software companies, our
participants and we are Chinese, we would not have too many communication issues,
and we can understand their explanations based on our culture. Therefore, we conducted
a study of value in Chinese agile software development organizations from the
perspectives of definitions, usage, and measurements of value. For the purpose of getting
a common and better understanding of value, we made a comparative analysis of those
three perspectives of value between the Chinese and Swedish software development
organizations based on our research and Alahyari et al.’s [21] research.
This study adopted the differentiate-external replication [24] research method to
conduct the research, and we collected data by using in-depth semi-structured interviews
[25]. We interviewed 30 participants from 20 Chinese software development
organizations in 9 domains. The participants played two different roles, one was Project
Manger (PM), the other was Product Owner (PO). We analyzed the results based on the
research questions we formulated by using the content analysis [25] and statistical
methods [26].
The main contributions of this study are: (1) we provided the definitions, usage, and
measurements of value in Chinese agile software companies to the researcher and
practitioners; (2) we presented a clearly execution process to do a similar research; (3)
we displayed the similarities and differences about the value definitions, usage, and
measurements in Chinese and Swedish software companies; (4) Chinese and Swedish
software companies, communication and collaboration with each other and get access
to each countries’ software market could be supported by this research.
The rest of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work,
which describes the literature on value and identified the research gap; the research
methodology is presented in Section 3; Section 4 shows our results, which includes the
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results from China and the comparative results; we discussed the results and this study’s
limitations in Section 6, and the last section is the conclusion and future work.
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2!

RELATED WORK

2.1!

Global software development and trend
Nowadays, Global Software Development (GSD) has received interests from
research and industry [1], and several factors contributed to this trend [27]: the need to
use the scarce resources globally; the business benefits of closing to the market; the fast
formation to explore market chances; severe pressure to enhance time-to-market, etc.
GSD is an out-sourcing technology [28] that allows different teams in different
geographical locations to accomplish the development of software-intensive systems
through utilizing synchronous and asynchronous interactions [29]. GSD has many
known benefits, such as cost savings, access to large skilled workforce, shorted time-tomarket, closer proximity to customer [2][3][4][5], etc. Holmström Olsson et al. also
proposed and explored the benefits of GSD from the perspectives of organizational,
team, and process/task [3][4]. For example, team benefits include improved task
modularization, reduced coordination cost, and increased team autonomy [3][4].
However, GSD faces some challenges, the most common issues are about
communication, coordination, control, geographical, temporal, and socio-cultural
distances [1][28][2][4]. These challenges contributed to the shift from traditional
software methodologies to lightweight agile methods in GSD settings[6]. Shah et al.
found that agile methods are best suited for GSD projects and can make the development
process faster [30]. Sharma et al. pointed out that applying agile methods in GSD is
beneficial and will have better results, such as better coordination and communication,
product visibility, customer involvement etc. [31]. Agile methodologies emphasize
customer collaboration, fast coding, the ability to react to changing requirements,
interaction between individuals, and delivering the software within time and budget
constraints [6] [31]. Furthermore, agile methods have the same purpose as GSD, which
is the improved efficiency and customer satisfaction [29], and agile methods could
provide communication practices to satisfy the need of GSD [32]. Holmström Olsson et
al. found that agile methods, especially XP and Scrum practices were very useful to
reduce GSD distance and improve the challenges of communication, coordination, and
control in GSD teams [33].

2.2!

Importance of value to agile methods
The main aim of every agile method is to create value and the whole agile software
development process is a value creation process [7] [8]. Lean software development
shares the emphasis on value creation, where each activity in the development process
aims at adding value to the customer and company [9]. Lean thinking is a way of
thinking that enables organizations to “specify value, line up value-creating activities
for optimal value creation, conducting these activities without interruption whenever
someone requests them, and perform them more and more effectively” [34]. The primary
focus and guiding principle of lean is the identification and elimination of waste from
the process with respect to customer value [35].

2.3!

Current research of agile methods
Although value is very important to agile methods, only a few of papers [36 - 45]
were published on agile explicitly focused on value, their main focuses were the
particular agile methods, agile benefits, and combination and comparison with other
methods, etc. Agile is a software development method, which is adopted by more and
more software organizations and companies [36]. Because agile methods are more
flexible than the traditional software development methods, and they can adapt to
changing requirements during the software development process [37]. Furthermore,
agile methods have the ability to provide a software product of high quality in a shorter
time period [38]. Agile software development methods respond quickly to the changing
environment and customers’ requirements [39] using efficient oral communication and
3

the effective collaboration with customers [40][41][42]. Korkala and Abrahamsson [40]
found that efficient oral communication will lead to creating valuable software products
in small-scale agile projects, and the software product with high quality will benefit from
responding to customers’ continuous feedback [36]. But in order to get a software
product of high quality in large-scale and complex agile software projects, the business
experts are very important to the communication of team members [36]. Mishra and
Mishra [36] investigated how to use agile methods in large-scale and complex software
projects, while Petersen and Wohlin [43] described the benefits and disadvantages of
using agile methods in large software organizations. Wang et al. [35] proposed some
understandable and applicable strategies to use the lean method in real agile software
development process. Conboy and Morgan [44] faced some problems when utilizing
agile methods combined with open innovation principles. According to Dingsoyr et al.’s
[45] study, from 2001 (agile methods was proposed ) to 2012, the research on agile
methodology mainly focusing on the differences between process-oriented approaches
such as CMM/CMMI and Agile methods such as XP, however, the concept of value and
value assurance didn’t receive many investigations.

2.4!

Value and value creation
Although there are few papers describing and explicitly considering value and value
creation processes in software engineering as a concept, some authors
[10][11][12][13][14] argued that agile practices would lead to creating value, and their
studies were limited to the Value Aspects of quality [10][11], simplicity [11][13],
frequent releases [12][14], flexibility [41][11][46][47], and economy [11][18][19].
Santos et al. [10] regarded delivering a software product of high quality before the
deadline as the main challenge of the software industry, and agile practices were used
to address this challenge by an increasing number of organizations as they can assure
software product quality from three aspects, which were: employees’ participation,
management of agile requirements, and code development. Conboy [11] defined the
leanness as “contribution to perceived customer value through economy, quality, and
simplicity.” Hoda et al. [12] considered value creation lied in responding to customers’
changing requirements, and frequently releasing product features [14]. Racheva et al. [8]
performed a systematic review to find the means to create business value in agile
software projects, but they did not find any individual or organization described how to
create value in specific agile contexts. So the need of our study is supported by Racheva
et al. [8] who pointed out that it was necessary to investigate value and value creation in
agile software development.

2.5!

Value and value aspects
As the agile manifesto [48] stated, Agile targets for values, namely: “Individuals
and interactions over processes and tools”, “Working software over comprehensive
documentation”, “Customer collaboration over contract negotiation”, and “Responding
to change over following a plan” [48]. The highest priority of agile is to satisfy the
customer by delivering valuable software in an early and continuous way [48]. It is
difficult to define what constitutes value and the content is complex [15]. Even though
the Oxford English Dictionary [49] gives eight definitions for value, it did not explain
what does value mean in agile software development. Chase [16] proposed a conceptual
framework for value creation and delivery in 2001, they divided value into two types,
which were process and product value. Process value was comprised of tasks, resources,
environment, and management [16]. Each value aspect has some attributes, for example,
the tasks of process value include customer value, intermediary value, shareholder value,
and employee value [16]. Khurum et al. provided a consolidated Software Value Map
[17] from four perspectives, which were Customer, Financial, Internal business, and
Innovation and Learning. Each value perspective had different value aspects, sub-value
aspects, and value components [17]. Although many researchers and practitioners
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provided some value aspects or value constructs [11][18][19][15][16][17][20][50] of
value in agile software development, these descriptions are either isolated or limited.
Some authors only focused on cost and product features, and personal evaluation of
architectural strategies [18][19], other authors pointed out that there were some further
factors that needed to be considered, such as business and marketing [20]. ClelandHuang [51] proposed Story Mapping to optimize value, which was one agile practice.
Golfarelli et al. [52] created a model to maximize users’ business value. Rönkkö et al.
[53] proposed a value decomposition matrix, which was based on the three value
components of value - intrinsic value, externalities, and opinion value.

2.6!

Summary of related work
In GSD settings, agile methods have been the trend to respond to GSD’s challenges,
and value is a crucial characteristic in agile software development process. However,
there is limited literature with an explicit focus on value and clearly defining the term,
and how to realize and measure value in real agile software development contexts. While
some authors [11][18][19][15][16][17][20][50] provided some aspects or constructs of
value, defined value concepts from different perspectives [16][17], they did not describe
how different companies or organization define, understand, and measure value in the
specific software development situation. And this is the research purpose of this paper.

5

3!

METHODOLOGY

3.1!

Aim and research questions (RQs)
This paper aims at investigating the definitions, usage, and measurements of value
in Chinese agile software development organizations by replicating Alahyari et al.’s [21]
study, which was based on the research of Swedish organizations. We want to make a
comparative analysis with Alahyari et al’s [21] study in order to get a common
understanding of value in agile software development processes and to promote the
collaboration between Chinese and Swedish software companies to obtain more value
in each other country’s market.
As the concept and definition of value in agile software development were limited,
isolated, and partly understood in literature [17, 18, 19, 20], our first objective is to
identify the value aspects from Chinese agile software organizations. There are many
activities exist in agile software development process, such as project plan, backlog
meeting, requirements. When agile teams considering value creation, they need to take
different agile activities into account, and in order to maximize value, some metrics,
methods or tools may bu used, which lead to our second objective - list and describe the
activities to achieve or maximize value, and also with the relevant measurements. Since
we conducted a replication study, which aims at finding the similarities and differences
about the results between China and Sweden, our third objective is to make a
comparative analysis in terms of the two studies’ results.
We focused on the following research questions to perform our investigation based
on our aim and objectives, and RQ1 to RQ2.1 are the same as the research questions in
Alahyari et al.’s [21] study, and RQ3 is our new research question.
RQ1: How is the concept of value defined in Chinese agile software
development organizations?
RQ1.1: What are the most important value aspects during the developing
process?
RQ2: How is the concept of value used in Chinese agile software development
organizations?
RQ2.1: How is the value measured or evaluated?
RQ3: What are the similarities and differences of the definition, usage, and
measurements of value between China and Sweden?

3.2!

Subjects
Generally used research methods in software engineering are case study, controlled
experiment, survey, and action research [54]. But all of these methods could not fulfill
our research objectives and answer the research questions, the reasons are given below:
Yin [55] introduced the case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident.” However, case studies are
often used to derive new hypotheses and text existing theories, and case studies use the
purposive sampling rather than random sampling [54]. While this study aims at getting
the definitions, usage, and measurement of value from random Chinese participants, we
did not choose this method.
A controlled experiment [54] is “an investigation of a testable hypothesis where
one or more independent variables are manipulated to measure their effect on one more
dependent variables.” But this method is driven by theory and the variants are
impossible to be used in true environment [54]. This method lacks of control and
interaction between participants may violate their assumed independence [25]. As this
study’s purpose is to obtain the understanding of value in real Chinese software
companies and we want to keep some factors (e.g. interview questions) the same during
the data collection process, we eliminated this method.
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Survey [54] research is “used to identify the characteristics of a broad population
of individuals.” However, using this method, respondents may not express their attitudes,
accurately, and typically is has a low response rate [25]. Because we want to get the
participants real attitudes to value and get as many participants as possible, we gave up
this method.
Action research [26] requires that “the researcher is part of the organization during
the investigation solution development and application of the solution.” This study’s
researchers would not be any part of the Chinese software organizations and would not
apply any solutions, we eliminated this method.
This paper used the differentiated-external replication [24] method to perform the
research. We chose to conduct a replication study because it is an effective method to
resolve similar problems and collect data, and it will increase reliability to the results
[56]. Besides, a replication study can help us excavate a deeper understanding of the
conclusion than the original authors’ study [57] and we had a similar research focus with
the original study, which was the investigation of value’s definitions, usage, and
measurements. We have two reasons [56] for the selection of the differentiated-external
replication method: (a) Firstly, we replicate Alahyari et al.’s [21] study, and this study
is performed by different researchers compared to the original study, so it is “external”,
and (b) Alahyari et al’ [21] study was based on the agile software development
organizations in Sweden, but we intend to change some factors to get answers of the
same questions in China, so it is “differentiated”. As we want to make a comparative
analysis with Alahyari et al’s [21] study, we changed some factors, such as country,
companies, participants, etc.
In order to better achieving our replication study, we conducted a face-to-face
meeting with the original study’s designers and discussed about their study’s design and
execution. Alahyari et al. [21] conducted an investigation of value in agile software
development organizations in Sweden in 2015. They investigated the value definition,
value utilization, and value measurements in 9 companies, and by using in-depth semistructured interviews [25] for data collection. They interviewed 23 participants from 14
organizations. The selection of the 23 participants were based on two target roles, one
was responsible for software process development, and the other one was responsible
for features selection and product delivery. After having the data, they used content
analysis [25] to organize the value aspects into different categories and asked the
participants to prioritize the identified value aspects using the 100-dollar method [58].
Finally, they found that the Delivery Process with regard to time was the most important
value aspect, the most used activities to realize value were related to agile practices, the
most value measurements were related to delivery time and deadlines to achieve value,
etc.
Based on the original study, we changed some factors to execute our study, which
is showed in TABLE 1.
TABLE 1.!

Factors
Researchers
Research location
Company domain type
No. of companies,
organizations,
and
participants
Interview mode
Session mode

3.2.1!

Differences of two studies

Original study
Alahyari, Richard Berntsson
Svensson, Tony Gorschek
Sweden
6
9 companies, 14 organizations,
and 23 participants
Face-to-face
One to one, one to more

Our study
Li Xian, Cao Qian
China
9
20
companies,
20
organizations, and 30
participants
Face-to-face, voice online
One to one

Sample selection
Sample selection of target companies and participants. We aimed at looking for 6
types of companies according to Alahyari et al’s [21] study, which were Telecom,
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Automotive, Defense industry, IT-consultancy, IT management consultancy, and
consultancy [21], as we want to make a comparative analysis. And in each company, we
chose at least two participants who act in two different roles, one is responsible for
driving agile software development, and the other one is responsible for requirements
prioritization and delivering the working product after each iteration because value
creation relies on two steps, the first step is to create value through the development
process, and the second step is to deliver the product with the created value [59]. Roles
had different titles, such as Project Manager, Product Manger, Scrum Master, Team
Leader, etc. Our target participants were selected and recommended by our contacts in
each company for the purpose of avoiding our bias and keeping the samples’ variation
and convenience [60]. The most important thing is that all our target companies are
related to software development and all our participants use agile software development.
In total, we interviewed 30 participants from 20 software development organizations
(SDO) in 20 Chinese software companies. With the guidelines of [61] and
recommendations of [62], we made TABLE 2 below which described the participants’
roles, the corresponding organizations’ domain and the number of employees, etc. More
details were not included in the table due to the confidentiality requests from the
participants and their organizations.
SDO Participants/Role

TABLE 2.!
Domain

A

1. Product Manager (PO)

IT-Consultancy

30 (Only team)

5

A

2.Project Manager (PM)

IT-Consultancy

30 (Only team)

14

B

1.Product Manager (PO)

Education

150

21

B

2.CTO (PM)

Education

150

18

C

1.Product Manager (PO)

Internet Application 40

32

C

2.Project Manager (PM)

Internet Application 40

13

D

1.Product Manager (PO)

Internet Application 47

26

D

2.Project Manager (PM)

Internet Application 47

49

E

1.Product Manager (PO)

Telecom

18 (Only team)

50

E

2.CTO (PM)

Telecom

18 (Only team)

55

F

1.Project Manager (PM)

Internet Application 20 (Only team)

26

F

2.Product Manager (PO)

Internet Application 20 (Only team)

13

G

1.Team Leader (PM)

Data Processing

100

26

G

2.Product Manager (PO)

Data Processing

100

42

H

1.CTO

Data Processing

20 (Only team)

40

I

Internet Application 30

28

J

1.Quality Assurance PM &
PO
1.Team Leader (PM)

Consultancy

30

40

J

2.Business Analyst (PO)

Consultancy

30

34

K

22

L

1.Project and Produce Manager Internet Application 40
(PM & PO)
1.Project Manager (PM)
Internet Application 20 (Only team)

M

1.Agile Expert (PM)

200

33

N

1.Scrum Master (PM)

IT-Management
Consultancy
Defense

5000

31

O

1.Product Manager (PO)

Internet Application 300

PM & PO

SDO Features
Number of
employees (SDO)

Number of used
agile practices

43

32

8

O

2.Project Manager (PM)

Internet Application 300

25

P

1.Scrum Master (PM)

Internet Application 300

29

Q

1.Product Manager (PO)

Automotive

40 (only team)

37

R

1.Department Manager (PM)

Education

40

32

S

1.Product Manager (PO)

Internet Application 280

22

S

2.Lean Expert (PM)

Internet Application 280

29

T

1.Team Leader (PM)

Data Processing

3.3!

40

29

Data collection
We used in-depth semi-structured interviews [25] to collect data in China. Semistructured Interview is a qualitative research method that can help us investigate and
understand the phenomena in the real-life context [25]. Our research objective is to get
a comprehensive understanding of value definitions, value usage, and value
measurements in agile software organizations. Meanwhile, we will make a comparative
analysis using our results with Alahyari et al’s [21] results. The semi-structured
interviews method is suitable to meet our objectives and can lead to a deeper
understanding of value from different perspectives. Meanwhile, we do a replication
study, which requires us to use the same data collection method as Alahyari et al. [21]
used. We selected interviews rather than self-administered questionnaires to conduct our
study because interviews are more flexible to learn about the interviewees’ real
understanding of our questions and at the same time we can modify and add some
questions during the interview process [25], in particular follow-up questions and
questions related to clarifications. Besides, we are exploratory in eliciting value
definitions and understanding, which is hard to do with closed questions and a survey.

3.3.1!

Interview roles
All interviews were conducted by Li Xian and Cao Qian. According to Petersen et
al.’s guideline [63], their main tasks during each interview is list in TABLE 3 below.
TABLE 3.!

Interview roles

Name
Li Xian

Role
Lead interviewer

Cao Qian

Scribe

Tasks
Guides each interview and asks
some open-ended questions
Documents the answers
provided by interviewee and
make summaries

Before each interview, we will send the interviewee with an “Interview Introduction”
(which is showed in Appendix A (English version) and Appendix B (Chinese version))
of one A4 page in an electronic version and a printed version. The electronic version is
more convenient for our participants to see when he or she is busy, and the printed
version is used for reminding and guiding him or her during the interview. The
“Interview Introduction” includes the researchers’ personal information, research
purpose, benefits to the companies, etc. All the interviews were conducted by face-toface as in this way we can notice and understand more clearly about our participants’
behaviors and words. But there were some exceptions, which are when our participants
in a remote place and don’t have time with us, in that condition we will use QQ [64],
which is the most popular social communication tool in China to make voice interview
with him or her online. Our interview questions are showed in Appendix C.
3.3.2!

Interview process
The interviews lasted from 60 to 120 minutes, and all the interviews were performed
in Chinese. When we completed the interviews, we translated the notes and information
into English for data analysis.
Before performing the interviews, we conducted two pilot studies with our
personnel contacts who have agile software development industrial experience and
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could take answers from their previous work companies to specify our interview process,
one scenario was face-to-face, the other one was voice online. After the pilot studies, we
specified the following interview process, which is showed in Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1.!Interview process

Each interview includes six parts, the corresponding descriptions are list as follows:
- Part I: Part I lasted around 15 minutes. During part I we introduced ourselves and
the interview, and asked about the information of the interviewee’s organization and
himself or herself.
- Part II: Part II lasted about 20 minutes. During part II we gave each interviewee
the printed (face-to-face) / electronic (voice online) 60 agile practices, which were from
Agile Alliance [65], agile practices refer to different processes in various agile methods,
such as Planning poker, Backlog, Burndown chart, etc. [65], and we asked them to fill
in the agile practices they used, when they finished filling, we would take back the
printed or electronic files. We asked them to tick a practices if they have used it.
- Part III: Part III lasted around 20 minutes. During part III we asked them about
how they define and understand value, and they provided the value aspects. At the same
time, we documented these value aspects into an Excel form so that they can prioritize
using 100-dollar method [58]. Here are some details about this method, supposed that
10

you have 100 dollars and you need to assign these dollars to requirements or other items,
firstly, you need to give the most dollars to the most important item you think, then the
second important item, etc., until that the 100 dollars are used out [58]. In the Excel
form, we used the SUM function calculate the total points they assigned for some value
aspects, and the remaining points for other value aspects was showed in another column,
the “Average Points” column would remind them the importance of one specific value
aspect when they assign points to it. And we suggested them to fill 0 first for value
aspects that do not play a role. Fig. 2 is an example of the process. And then we asked
them in which perspective did they define and understand value.

Fig. 2.!An example of recording value aspects

- Part IV: Part IV lasted about 15 minutes. During part IV we asked them to provide
activities to realize and hinder value creation.
- Part V: Part V lasted around 8 minutes. During part V we asked questions about
value measurements or evaluations.
- Part VI: Part VI lasted about 7 minutes. During part VI we asked them some
questions about the pros and cons of agile software development and whether they have
comments for us.

3.4!

Data analysis
In this section, we described the selection of data analysis methods based on the
RQs, and also with execution processes respectively.

3.4.1!

Methods selection
The process of selecting analysis methods is based on our research questions.
For RQ1, we used the content analysis [25] method, as it is a qualitative method,
which can match with our qualitative data collection method. Content analysis is a
practical method to analyze the various contextual material, which can vary from media
product to interview data [66]. Kabanoff et al. [67] stated that content analysis method
can help researchers to analyze the whole data from the partial data, and it is a
transparent method [68] as the coding scheme can make explanation of the coding
process very clear and it is feasible to replicate the codes. Besides, content analysis
method is very flexible to analyze unstructured information [68]. Robson concluded that
content analysis is more suitable to analyze the data from interviews with open-ended
questions [25], and “the data are in permanent form and hence can be subject to
reanalysis, allowing reliability checks and replication studies” [25]. We did not select
the thematic coding analysis was because the replication study requires us to use the
same data analysis method as Alahyari et al. [21] used, and the key difference between
content and thematic analysis is that the latter one can be used on a purely descriptive
or exploratory basis [25]. And “thematic coding analysis is frequently limited to
description and exploration with little attempt made at interpretation” [25], but we aim
at both describing and explaining our results. The other reason was that the data would
be regarded as too broad due to the flexibility of thematic coding analysis [25].
For RQ1.1, as we want to investigate the most important value aspects by computing
the frequency of the value aspects from the participants’ answers. Therefore, we chose
the Statistics [26] method to analyze the data, which can help us transfer the collected
qualitative data into quantitative data [26].
Regarding RQ2 and RQ2.1, because we want to know how to achieve value using
different activities and how to measure or evaluate the value aspects provided by the
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participants, we used the content analysis [25] method to analyze this part of data, the
other reasons are same with RQ1.
In terms of RQ3, we aim at discovering the similarities and differences between the
results of RQ1, RQ1.1, and RQ2 and Alahyari et al.’s [21] results, the Statistics analysis
method has the ability of summarizing the data by describing, aggregating, and
presenting relationship between the constructs [26].
Furthermore, in our analysis process, we need to know why the participants provided
those answers, but, the content analysis [25] method is difficult to answer the “why”
questions [68], so we chose the literature [66] analysis method as the supplementary
analysis method.

3.4.2!

Data analysis process

A.! Content analysis
According to Robson [25], there are 6 steps to analyze data using content analysis,
which are “start with a research question”, “decide on a sampling strategy”, “define the
recording unit”, “construct categories for analysis”, “test the coding on samples of text
and assess reliability”, and “carry out the analysis” [25]. Based on our RQs, we
documented each participant as a recording unit, which included values aspects,
examples, perspectives, measurements, activities, etc. Then, we categorized the
participants into two different roles and labeled the organizations or companies as 9
domains, and summed up all the 191 value aspects provided by our participants and
categorized them into 18 different categorizations. Before categorizing the 191 value
aspects, we made an explicit comparison about the meanings of the 191 value aspects
based on our participants’ explanations. If two value aspects were of the same meaning,
we would categorize them as one value aspect. When we finished the first round of
comparisons, we got 34 value aspects, but there still were some common meanings
among the 34 value aspects, and we did a second round of comparisons, resulting in 18
value aspects. Finally, we mapped the value aspects of different categorizations with the
Software Value Map (see Appendix D) [17], which provided a consolidated view of
value aspects from the perspectives of Customer, Financial, Internal business, and
Innovation and Learning in the context of software development. Different Value
Perspectives have different Value Aspects, Sub-Value Aspects, and Value Components
[17]. Because we want to investigate what value aspects the SDO focus more and how
they balance them, we did the mapping.
B.! Statistics
Firstly, we counted the number of agile practices which used by each participant in
order to find the most and the least frequently used agile practices, and tried to explain
reasons by literature [66]. Then, we counted the frequency of the value aspect
categorizations and added up the dollars spent on each value aspect categorization.
Finally, we made a comparative analysis between our results of RQ1, RQ1.1, RQ2, and
RQ2.1 and the original paper’s results [21] using the raw data of ours and theirs.

3.5!

Validity Threats
According to Yin [55] and Runeson and Höst [69], there are four kinds of threats to
results’ validity, which are construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and
reliability. We identified the following validity threats and gave the corresponding
mitigating strategies. What’s more, as we have contacts in each Chinese company, the
possibility of participants not responding to us is relatively low. In the rest content, V
stands for validity, and S stands for mitigating strategy.

3.5.1!

Construct validity

Construct validity refers to identifying the influences that were caused by the
operations when doing the research [69]. We identified the following construct validity
and proposed the relevant strategies to alleviate them.
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V1: Questions may be misunderstood due to that the interpretation of terms used in
questions differs.
S1: We used the peer-review [69] method to check the questions and try to study the
literature about the technical terms. And we also consulted some experienced
researchers and practitioners in software companies to make sure our questions to be
understandable and keep the similar terms as they are used in industrial contexts.
V2: Due to the confidential principles of the participants’ companies or
organizations, we may get some incomplete answers or answers with limitations based
on our questions.
S2: Before doing the interviews, we interpreted very clearly to our participants about
our research purpose, interview process, and the anonymity. Their answers would
definitely not be used for any commercial or business purpose, just for academic study.
Meanwhile, we have contacts who work at the same companies with them, so we are
trusted to have the gatekeepers to help us connect to the participants.
V3: The participants can not provide us with informed answers.
S3: We used our contacts to find the best people to answer our questions.

3.5.2!

Internal validity

Internal validity means the mutual effects of the relevant factors when conducting
the research [69]. We identified the following internal validity and provided some
solutions to mitigate them.
V4: Due to the replication methods, we may introduce some unwanted variations in
the research process.
S4: We will try to cover the original study’s data as more as we can.

3.5.3!

External validity

External validity indicates the impacts that were affected by the data broadness [69].
We recognized the following external validity and proposed the mitigation strategy to it.
V5: The organizations or companies we investigated are not enough, our results and
conclusion may not be accepted by others.
S5: We targeted companies with diverse domains, which map to Alahyariet al’s
study in order to get richer data.
V6: We cannot make sure that we can get two target roles from each organization
or company.
S6: One solution was that in some organizations or companies, one participant plays
as two roles (actually, it was true); the other solution was that we tried to find more
participants from other companies in order to male sure data broadness.
V7: The results from the 20 selected companies may not be generalizable to other
contexts.
S7: We will try to find a large number of companies and conduct more interviews.

3.5.4!

Reliability

Reliability means the effects to the results when researchers performing an interview
and data analysis process [69]. We specified the following reliability threats and
provided the corresponding solutions to eliminate them.
V8: the experience and background of the researchers analyzing the results may
affect the outcome of the study as it is qualitative analysis.
S8: The results will be analyzed by two researchers and peer-reviewed by each other.
V9: We may miss some important information or answers from our participants
during the interviews.
S9: There will always be one researcher to make notes during the whole interview
process, and the whole process will be recorded by a voice recorder.
V10: When we categorize the 191 value aspects into different categorizations, we
may make some wrong categorizations.
S10: We had two strategies for this, the first one was to listen participants’
explanations and check our notes about the value aspects they provided again, and the
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second strategy was to communicate with the original study’s authors to find out how
they categorized their value aspects.
V11: When we categorize the 20 companies into different domains, we may make
some inappropriate categorizations.
S11: During our interviews, we had asked our participants about their product types,
and we also asked the original study’s authors how they categorized the domains.
V12: When we make the comparative analysis about the two studies, we may
misunderstand or unclear about some information from the original study.
S12: We communicated with the original study’s authors many times in order to
make clear about the the real meanings of the information we did not clear (e.g. Value
aspects, spent dollars, mapping, etc.).
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4!

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to get a better understanding of agile software development processes and
in accord with agile practices in SDO, the participants were asked to check the agile
practices they used in their former or current software development surroundings. A list
of 60 agile practices [65] was provided.
Among all the 20 SDO, 60 agile practices were used, and the average used number
of the 30 participants was 30. The most frequently used agile practice was Backlog
(n=28), followed by Iteration (n=25), and Team (n=24). The ten most used agile
practices are showed in TABLE 4 below. The least used agile practice was Niko-niko
Calendar (n=2), followed by Behavior Driven Development (n=5), and CRC (Class,
Responsibilities, Collaborators) Cards (n=5). The least used agile practices can be seen
in TABLE 5 below.
TABLE 4.!

The most used agile practices

Agile Practice

Frequency

%

Backlog

28

93.3

Iteration

25

83.3

Team

24

80.0

Unit Testing

24

80.0

Acceptance Test

23

76.7

Backlog Grooming

23

76.7

Daily Meeting

23

76.7

Incremental Development
Refactoring
Continuous Integration

23
23
22

76.7
76.7
73.3

TABLE 5.!

The least used agile practices

Agile Practice

Frequency

%

Niko-niko Calendar

2

6.7

Behavior Driven Development

5

16.7

CRC (Class, Responsibilities, Collaborators
Cards

5

16.7

Story Mapping

7

23.3

Information Radiators

8

26.7

Mock Objects

8

26.7

Analogous to Test-Driven Development

9

30.0

Exploratory Testing

9

30.0

INVEST

10

33.3

Pair Programming

10

33.3

Personas

10

33.3

In terms of the domain and the size of the SDO, we cannot find any apparent
relationship between the used agile practices and the SDO’s domains or sizes. The only
two differences were the number of used agile practices and different names about some
specific practices by the SDO. The average number of used agile practices in Telecom
industry was 53, followed by 37 in Automotive industry, 35 in Data Processing industry,
31 in Defense industry, 28 in Internet Application industry, 26 in Consultancy industry,
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and 24 in Education industry. With regard to the used agile practices in Telecom domain,
our results were in line with Diebold and Dahlem’s [70] results, they did a mapping
study of agile practices in practice and found that the Telecom domain used the most
agile practices among other domains [2]. The education domain used the least number
of agile practices in our results, the first reason is that in education domain, their goal is
to make participants have a full-view understanding and body of knowledge of agile
practices rather than using them in real industrial contexts [71], the other reason is that
we searched Inspec and Google Scholar databases, and found little literature that
investigated the usage of agile practices in education domain.
During the interviews, our participants made some comments on the agile practices
they used. For example, in terms of Personas, one participant from an Automotive
company said they used “user images” instead of Personas, and another participant from
a Telecom company said that they called Personas as “virtual organization structure”. In
one participant’s company, they called “project plan” rather than Timebox. And one of
the participants who was from an Internet Application company said that they regarded
the Acceptance Test and the Usability Testing as the same work.
When it comes to the ten most and the least used agile practices, some participants
said Timebox had a close relationship with iterations, and they often use it. One
participant pointed out that when updating (adding, deleting or changing) user stories,
the operator needs to have enough communication with the requirements provider, and
this practice related to Backlog Grooming. One interesting thing was that one participant
said they did not use Pair Programming was because of its low efficiency. Another
participant told us that they did not use Behavior Driven Development (BDD) and CRC
Cards, because, in their real development processes, BDD needs to achieve not only the
business aspects but also other valuable aspects, and they treated the Classes which was
from CRC Cards as one part of Refactoring, and they used Refactoring more frequently
than CRC cards.
Generally, in our study, the most used practices is similar to the results reported in
the literature [70][72][73][74][75][76][77]. Backlog, Iteration, Team, and Daily
Meeting have been reported being the four of the most used agile practices in [75] and
[76], which is in accord with our results. Iteration and Daily Meeting were two of the
most used agile practices in several studies, e.g. [70][72][73][74][75][76][77], which
were included in our results. Continuous Integration was regarded as one of the most
used agile practices in [72], [73], and [77], which was also included in our results. Unit
Testing appeared as one of the ten most used agile practice in [73], which was inline
with our results. And in [77], Refactoring was investigated as the 14th most used agile
practice, which accordance with our results.
However, there is no literature can completely support our results, maybe because
we have different research contexts. We aimed at investigated the usage of agile
practices in Chinese agile software development organizations which of 9 different
domains, while others focused on software management [75], meeting project deadlines
[76], and global software engineering [72][77] from Brazil, North Africa, Europe, etc.
The following sub-sections show the results of our research questions.

4.1!

How value is defined and prioritized (RQ1 and RQ1.1)
We asked our participants about how they define value in agile software
development processes and asked them to explain explicitly about their definitions of
every Value Aspect (VA) related to value. They provided their understanding of value
from different perspectives, such as company or organization, customer, market,
physical product, etc. We would not impose any understanding by ourselves on their
definitions during the whole interview process, and there were no limitations that they
could say anything about value in order to investigate the practical usage of these value
definitions in the real industrial environment. Finally, we got 191 Value Aspects (VAs)
from 30 participants, and on average, every participant defined 6 VAs. And we classified
the 191 VAs into 18 different categorizations based on the participants’ answers and
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descriptions. Meanwhile, during the interview, we asked each participant to prioritize
the VAs they provided using the 100-dollar method [58]. According to the participants’
explanations, the frequency and the spent dollars of the classified 18 categorizations was
illustrated in TABLE 6 below. The IDs of the value aspects represent the relevant
importance, for example, the most important value aspect was Delivery process w.r.t.
time, the rank of the value aspects was based on two principles, the first one was
Frequency, and the second one was the Amount of spent dollars.
TABLE 6.!

Identified Value Aspects from Participants’ Definitions

Category

Frequency
(number of
participants)

Amount of spent
dollars

1

Delivery process w.r.t. time

23 (77%)

646 (21.53%)

2

Organization (communication, collaboration, team
building, not work overtime)

23 (77%)

466 (15.53%)

3

Team members (personal skills, creation, selfachievement, domain knowledge)

15 (50%)

307 (10.23%)

4

Customer satisfaction (e.g. less defects)

14 (47%)

300 (10.00%)

5
6

Customer intrinsic functionality

13 (43%)

313 (10.43%)

Physical product (product, modularity)

12 (40%)

210 (7.00%)

7

Market occupation

9 (30%)

104 (3.47%)

8

Resource allocation (people, equipment, money)

6 (20%)

138 (4.60%)

9

Product architecture

6 (20%)

95 (3.17%)

6 (20%)

75 (2.50%)

ID

10

Project process (visual prototype
management)

process

11

Internal perceived (maintainability, extendibility)

6 (20%)

75 (2.50%)

12

Technology

5 (17%)

84 (2.80%)

13

User experience value (e.g. usability)

5 (17%)

45 (1.50%)

14

Market potential value ("Chinese characters”,
potential requirements)

4 (13%)

45 (1.50%)

15

Sales and promotion

2 (7%)

50 (1.67%)

16

Company brand image

2 (7%)

12 (0.40%)

17

Government support

1 (3%)

30 (1.00%)

18

Revenue

1 (3%)

5 (0.17%)

In TABLE 6 above, we found that the Delivery process w.r.t. time (23 of 30
participants, from all seven domains) was the most frequently used VA, followed by
Organization (23 of 30 participants, from all seven domains), Team members (15 of 30
participants, from six domains except Telecom domain), Customer satisfaction (14 of
30 participants, from six domains except Automotive domain), and Customer intrinsic
functionality (13 of 30 participants, from five domains except Telecom and Education
domains). The mentioned frequency and spent dollars of the rest VAs were list in
TABLE 6, and except for Market Occupation, the rest VAs were not mentioned by all
seven domains.
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Basically, the more frequently the VA was mentioned, the larger was the dollars
spent on it. The specific distributions were list in TABLE 6. However, there were some
exceptions, for example, there were 9 participants proposed Market occupation and they
spent 104 dollars on it totally, but Resource allocation was presented by 6 participants
and they spent 138 dollars on it. Besides, Product architecture, Project process, and
Internal perceived value were mentioned by the same number of participants, but they
gave different dollars on them, the corresponding numbers were 95, 75, and 75, all of
which were less than the spent dollars (138) on Resource allocation, even though the
mentioned number of participants were the same. This is because, during our interviews,
some participants said that it was very important to allocate people, equipment, and
money reasonably at the early project plan execution stage if something was allocated
unreasonable or wrong, it would result in the delay of the project. Even though some
other people could be added to participate in the project development processes, it would
not work. Therefore, while there were only 6 participants proposed Resource allocation,
it still is very important.
From TABLE 6, we can see that the Delivery process w.r.t. time (ID 1 in TABLE 6)
was the most important VA and was mentioned by the most of the participants, some
participants explained as “Fast delivery was the main reason that teams or organizations
chose agile software development methods instead of the traditional methods”, and other
participants interpreted the reason as “Fast delivery can provide a visible product
prototype to customers in short time so as to seize and occupy market quickly and gain
more profits for our companies”. Another reason is that all of the SDO we interviewed
adopted agile methods in their development processes, and the main focus of agile
development methods lies in achieving more business value [78]. And delivering time
plays as a significant role to create value [78], and this is also one of the principles of
agile software development [79].
Organization (ID 2 in TABLE 6) and Team members (ID 3 in TABLE 6) were
prioritized as the second and the third most important VAs. Some participants thought
that “The good usage of agile methods depends on the similar team members’ personal
skills”, some participants said “The basic factor of delivering a successful product is
team efficiency, only high team efficiency can ensure delivering a product of high
quality”, other participants explained this reason as “The process of agile methods would
increase team members’ mental ability, which would lead to self-achievement, motivate
them to autonomic learning some new techniques, and increase team members’
communication, finally, the good team building process can help deliver a product of
high quality and on time”. de O. Melo et al. [80] wrote that good team management is
crucial for building an effective agile team, at the same time, good team structure and
communication and collaboration among team members are also important to an agile
team, which would influence whether the product can be delivered on time. Besides,
team members’ personal skills and the experience of domain knowledge can make one
team working more effective [81]. Therefore, the Organization and Team members are
of great significance to the success of a software product.
Customer satisfaction (ID in TABLE 6) and Customer intrinsic functionality (ID 5
in TABLE 6) were also mentioned many times by our participants, and the spent dollars
were also relatively high. In terms of Customer satisfaction, some participants pointed
out that “Customer satisfaction is always being considered at the first place, so that our
product can be sold”, some participants said “Customer satisfaction can represent the
most important value of the final product”, while others thought that “Increasing
Customer satisfaction could help his or her company obtain more profits”. Jones [82]
proposed that it is one company’s main goal to increase Customer satisfaction.
Meanwhile, it will bring more earnings and market share and improve the word-ofmouth for companies, so as to occupy more extensive market [83][84]. With regard to
Customer intrinsic functionality, some participants interpreted the reason as “Before
accomplishing customers’ requirements, the development team should achieve the
functional requirements first, and then considering quality, as functional requirements
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are users’ basic requirements and are also the necessities of the existence of the product”,
which also explained why User experience value (ID 13 in TABLE 6) was prioritized
at the very late place. Another cause is that the nature of agile software development is
to realize the product’s functional requirements [85].
In general, Time, Quality, and Cost are the three most important VAs in our results,
which is inline with the golden triangle - Time, Budget (Cost), and Quality, which are
three critical factors to the success of projects [86]. Fast delivery is to satisfy the value
of time, team building and team members’ personal skills are of very much value to
deliver the high quality product on time, and customers’ functional requirements need
to be achieved first. Increasing customer satisfaction is to gain more profits and decrease
repair cost for companies for the purpose of obtaining more market share.
4.1.1!

Difference between domains
To the best of our knowledge, we analyzed the spent dollars on every categorized
VA from the seven domains. In this study, we interviewed 30 participants from 20
companies or organizations in 7 domains. The 20 SDO are including 1 Telecom domain,
1 Automotive domain, 3 Consultancy domain, 1 Defense domain, 9 Internet Application
domain, 3 Data Processing domain, and 2 Education domain. Fig. 3 below illustrated
the VAs focused by each domain.

Fig. 3.!Prioritized Value Aspects per domain

When we look at Fig. 3, we can find that all companies spent 21.5% of the total
dollars on the VA of Delivery process w.r.t. time, and in this case, the Internet
Application domain spent 52.6% of the dollars on this VA, while the Data Processing
domain spent 15.6%, the Consultancy domain spent 13.9%, the Automotive domain
spent 5.4%, the Telecom domain spent 4.6%, the Education domain spent 4.6%, and the
Defense domain spent 3.1%. Furthermore, the Internet Application domain prioritized
16 of 18 VAs (no priority given to Government support, Revenue), while the SDO in
the Data Processing domain prioritized 11 of 18 (no priority given to Resource allocation,
Project process, User experience value, Market potential value, Company brand image,
Government support , Revenue), the Consultancy domain prioritized 13 (no priority
given to Physical product Product architecture, Sales and promotion, Company brand
image, Revenue), the Automotive domain prioritized 8 (prioritized Delivery process
w.r.t. time, Organization, Team members, Customer intrinsic functionality, Market
occupation, Resource allocation, User experience value, Revenue), the Telecom domain
prioritized 7 (prioritized Delivery process w.r.t. time, Organization, Customer
satisfaction, Physical product, Market occupation, Product architecture, Project process),
the Education domain prioritized 10 (prioritized Delivery process w.r.t. time,
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Organization, Team members, Customer satisfaction, Physical product, Market
occupation, Resource allocation, Project process, Internal perceived value, Technology),
and the Defense domain prioritized 7 of 18 VAs (prioritized Delivery process w.r.t. time,
Organization, Team members, Customer satisfaction, Customer intrinsic functionality,
Physical product, Market occupation).
In the very first 5 VAs, except for Team members, the highest spent dollars on each
VA was always in the Internet Application domain, which has reasons from two aspects:
firstly, we interviewed the most Internet Application domain companies than other
domains, the second reason is because of the characteristics [87] of Internet Application
companies: the updating and releasing are very fast, team members are required to be
experienced in multiple projects, and responding customers’ requirements as soon as
possible. Also in this domain, there are so many market requirements, in order to preset
a visible product prototype to customers as early as possible, companies need to fast
releasing [88]. With regard to Team members, the Consultancy domain had a slightly
relative high proportion than the Internet Application domain as the Consultancy
companies not only provide advice to their customers, but also provide some more
management strategies to other companies [89], and they also need to provide teams of
great collaboration, and team members of enough domain experience and creation [90]
to their customers based on some specific requests. Therefore, the Consultancy domain
focused Team members more.
Looking at Fig. 3, the Telecom domain focused more on Customer satisfaction,
Physical product, and Product architecture as “in Telecom industry, we have so many
requirements, only satisfying our customers can we sell our products”, the other reason
was that “the good architecture design is the fundamental factor to ensure product’s
maintainability and extendibility, and guarantee high quality is our final objective”.
The Data Processing domain focused Product architecture and Technology more
than other domains, some participants explained this as the same reason with the
maintainability and extendibility, and in short term, they would lead to high quality, and
in long term, they would improve their market competence among other competitive
companies.
Because in our interviewed 20 SDO, we only had 1 Defense company and 1
Automotive company, what’s worse was that we only got 1 participant from each
company, we did not analyze more about these two domains.
4.1.2!

Difference between roles
In this sub-section, we analyzed the categorized and prioritized VAs based on the
different roles of our participants. Firstly, the role of Project Manager (PM) deals with
agile process, and it includes project manager, team leader, agile expert, etc. Totally, we
got 16 participants who only played the role of PM. Secondly, the role of Product Owner
(PO) are responsible for requirements, and it includes product manager, business analyst,
etc., and finally, we got 11 participants who only played the role of PO. Besides, we had
three participants who were not only responsible for the agile process but also with the
requirements, in other words, they played both of the two roles. Therefore, we had 19
participants who were classified as PM, and 14 participants were classified as PO. Fig.
4 below presents the spent dollars on each VA by each role.
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Fig. 4.!Prioritized Value Aspects per role

As illustrated in Fig. 4, Delivery Process w.r.t. time was prioritized as the most
important VA for both PM and PO, which was accord with the common thoughts of our
participants in this study (see TABLE 6), and accordance with the view of the most
important VA among the seven domains (see Fig. 3).
PM focused more than PO in the VAs of Deliver Process w.r.t. time, Organization,
and Team members, some PM participants explained that “as a project manager, we need
to keep an eye on the whole project process, team building, maximizing team member’s
personal skills, product delivery, and new techniques”. As Tayor reported in [91]: A PM
in agile software development is different from the the PM in traditional software
development as the former emphasizes leadership more, and they need empowers,
encourages, and supports the team. So PM spent more time on Organization and Team
members than PO. Simultaneously, PM is responsible for product and value delivery
[91], so they also focus a product of high quality more, and correspondingly, they
focused Physical product more than PO. Sutling et al. [92] emphasized that one
successful PM needs to own the following behaviors “Leadership, Openness, Results
Orientation, Ethics, Communication, Strategic and Creative and Innovative”, which
explained why PM focused Technology and Government support more than PO.
While participants who played the role of PO, they focused more on “requirements
investigation, requirements refinement, requirements prioritization, and customer
satisfaction”, which is the reason why they focused Customer satisfaction more than PM,
meanwhile, this also explained why they spent more effort on Delivery process w.r.t.
time.
Besides the domains and roles, we also analyzed the spent dollar of each participant
on the categorized 18 VAs, as illustrated in Fig. 5 below. In Fig. 5, participants who own
the same letter ID and cell color (e.g. “A” in A1 and A2) were from the same
organization (see TABLE 2). The first two columns in Fig. 5 show if the participants
from the same organization participated in a separate interview session (column
“Interview”) and whether they prioritized the VAs separately (column “List of VAs”)
or not. For example, B1 and B2 participated in a separate interview session and provided
and prioritized the VAs individually. If there was only one participant from one
organization participated the interview, we would label single as the type of the session
and the prioritized VAs. The specific distributions of spent dollars are presented in Fig.
5, and the ID of each VA is the same with the ID in TABLE 6.
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Fig. 5.!Distribution of spent dollars per Value Aspect on individual basis

Generally, when looking at Fig. 5, we can find the distributions of spent dollars from
participants in the same organization is very similar, the only little difference is the
prioritization by different roles. And most of the participants prioritized the first VA as
very important. Only participants from SDO F and SDO O referred VA 16 (Company
brand image), which is because the particularity of their company, they mainly
developing websites for many Chinese national enterprises and providing outsourced
techniques, only good brand image can bring more collaborations, they thought this was
valuable. VA 17 (Government support) was mentioned by only one participant from
SDO M, and he explained: “as an agile expert, from the prospective of this domain and
combined with the situation of China, the whole values of our company should be in
line with government values so that can we move further”. There was only one
participant from SDO Q mentioned VA 18 (Revenue), she said that, “one sprint always
last two weeks, but the time for development is only four to five days left, so if there are
some new requirements from customers coming, these requirements will be put into the
next sprint, and the old requirements had been realized in the last sprint, the customers
need to pay more money to the development company due to their new requirements”.
When we analyze the spent dollars according to the domains, some differences occurred.
Within one SDO, like E, the participants provided VAs were almost completely different.
Within the same domain, for example, the Internet Application domain, the participants
from SDO O were partly in agreement with the value definitions in their company, but
participants from SDO C and S only have one similar understanding of the value
definitions in their companies. We will make deep explanations and comparisons about
these differences. TABLE 7 below is about the actually identified value aspects from
SDO E.
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TABLE 7.!

Actual identified Value Aspects from SDO E

Participants from SDO E (Telecom domain)
Participant one : PO
Value Aspect
Customer satisfaction
Product modularity and re-usability
Reasonable product architecture
Collect potential requirements, increase
product competence

Dollars
50
10
25
15

Participant two : CTO
Value Aspect
Fast iteration, high development efficiency
Short iteration and delivery cycle
Visible product prototype
Control quality easily
Closeness of team members, communicate
more convenient

Dollars
20
10
10
40
20

The main reason for the difference between the two participants from SDO E is that
the working part they are responsible for. For participant one, she is a product manager
and responsible for requirements collection, prioritization, and communicating with
customers, so she spent more effort and focused more on Customer satisfaction. She
also explained that “in Telecom industry, we have so many customers need to satisfy”.
And for participant two, she is responsible for the techniques, she said the product
quality was more important than other factors as “the quality involves more techniques
to coordinate”. About the other differences, a possible reason is that the usage of agile
practices, participant one used 50, while participant two used 55. The following three
tables illustrate the actual stated VAs from SDO C, O, and S in Internet Application
domain.
TABLE 8.!

Actual identified Value Aspects from SDO C

Participants from SDO C (Internet Application domain)
Participant one : PO
Value Aspect
Product extendibility
Personal creation

Dollars
30
10

Team members’ collaboration

10

More flexible to prioritize and realize
requirements
Increase customer satisfaction

25

TABLE 9.!

Participant two : PM
Value Aspect
Keep system stable
Shorten lead time, short iterations, cost
control
Enhance team members’ communication,
self-achievement, keep project process

Dollars
20
60
20

25
Actual identified Value Aspects from SDO O

Participants from SDO O (Internet Application domain)
Participant one : PO
Value Aspect
customers’
functional

Realize
requirements
Collect customer’s potential requirements
Improve the product based on users’
feedback
Improve team’s working efficiency
Increase product maintainability
Increase team members’ collaboration
Communicate with customers to deliver
the product on time
Promote brand image

Dollars
30
5
10

Participant two : PM
Value Aspect
Business
value,
responding
requirements more fast
Team members’ communication
Team member’s personal skills

Dollars
50
25
25

30
5
10
8
2
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TABLE 10.!

Identified Value Aspects

Participants from SDO S (Internet Application domain)
Participant one : PO
Value Aspect
Customer satisfaction
Team members’ collaboration
Respect each other

20
5

Working responsibility, love his/her
work
Reflect real problems
Collaborate with other companies,
both-win
Personal innovation

5

Participant two : Lean expert
Value Aspect
Dollars
Satisfy
customers’
functional
30
requirements
Visible working process
10
Responding customers’ requirements
20
by communication
Collaboration between departments
5

5
20

Delivery by iterations
Product quality

15

Satisfy
customer’s
requirements

Dollars
30

5
10
changing

20

Looking at TABLE 9, both of the two participants from SDO O mentioned VA 1
and VA 2, because their company product is about technique outsourcing, and PO need
to frequently communicate with customers, so PO focused more VAs than PM, another
reason maybe because the PO used 32 agile practices compared to PM used 25, which
led to the different value definitions and understandings. From TABLE 8 and TABLE
10, we can also find the very different value definitions among the participants within
the same SDO. For participants from SDO C, the PM was new to the project from
another non-software department, and he only used 13 agile practices. But for the PO,
he was more experienced than the PM, he used 32 agile practices, which explained why
his value definitions were in disagreement with those provided by the PM. Another good
explanation is that their company product is news application, PO needs to deal many
requirements with customers, and their products should be released both on Android and
IOS devices, which is the reason why he thought the great importance of extendibility.
For the participants from SDO S, the participant two is a lean expert, who used 29 agile
practices, while the participant one only used 22 agile practices. Besides, their products
are all about travel development, such as booking hotel, train tickets, airplane tickets,
etc., which had some changing requirements related to the special days or activities, this
is a good reason to explain why the PO emphasized the important values of customers
and team members. On the other hand, the differences among different companies, like
SDO C, O, and S, probably because of the size of the companies, the corresponding
numbers are 40, 300, and 280. And the larger size of the company or organization, the
more average agile practices they used (the average used agile practices among SDO C,
O, and S are 23, 29, and 26), and the more maturity of the application of agile methods,
which was supported by our participants’ explanations.
4.1.3!

Mapping Value Aspects to the Software Value Map
This study aims at investigating and obtaining a deep understanding of the value and
how different SDO define, use, and measure it. Khurum et al. [17] provided a Software
Value Map (SVM) from the perspectives of Customer, Financial, Internal business, and
Innovation and Learning as the isolated and limited investigations in current literature
research. Each value perspective includes different VAs, Sub-VAs, and Value
Components [17]. The purpose of the Customer perspective value is to increase
customer satisfaction so as to increase sales, to maximize the most desired (i.e., the most
profitable) customer groups from time, quality, performance, etc. [17]. The value of the
Internal business perspective is on the inside of companies, including their short or long
term goals, and some creative development processes to be motivated and improved,
which can be measured by the aspects of quality, cycle time, productivity, etc. [17]. The
value of the Financial perspective is about the management and execution of company’s
strategies, which would contribute to the bottom-line improvement of the company, it is
an organization’s long term goal to realize its visible values, which are reflected in value
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analysis, revenue growth, costs, profit margins, cash flow, net operating income, etc.
[17]. The Innovation and Learning value refer to some invisible organization assets, and
mainly focus on the technical and skilled values created by the organization, and it
includes human capital, structural capital, and the organization capital of a company
[17].
In order to investigate how the interviewed SDO balance those four value
perspectives and the identified VAs, according to the SVM, the 191 identified VAs in
our study, were mapped with the four value perspectives, and also with the Value
Aspects (VAs), sub-Value Aspects (SVAs) and Value Components (VCs) within each
of the four perspectives. The mapping (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) was done by this study’s
authors. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the total amount of dollars spent on each of the
four perspectives of SVM. Before mapping the VAs with the SVM, all data of the
mentioned VAs was normalized from all SDO.

Fig. 6.!Value Aspects mapped to the Software Value Map’s perspectives

As illustrated in Fig. 6, we can see that the Customer perspective (with 1304 dollars
out of 3000, i.e. 43.5%) is the highest prioritized value perspective among the
interviewed 20 SDO, followed by Internal Business (1270 dollars, i.e. 42.3%),
Innovation Market (390 dollars, i.e. 13.0%), and Financial (35 dollars, i.e. 1.17%).
TABLE 11 below shows the degree of concern among the seven domains about these
four value perspectives.

Value
Perspective

Telecom

TABLE 11.!

Software Value Map perspectives per domain

Automotive

Consultancy

Defense

Education

Data
Processing

Internet
Application

Customer

40.0%

50.0%

39.0%

40.0%

32.0%

34.0%

50.6%

Internal
Business

60.0%

40.0%

32.0%

40.0%

52.0%

39.8%

42.6%

Innovation
Market

0.0%

5.0%

23.0%

20.0%

16.0%

26.2%

6.8%

Financial

0.0%

5.0%

6.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

As we can see from TABLE 11, the concern of Customer and Internal Business were
the two highest value perspectives. With regard to the Customer perspective, the
attention was varying from 32.0% to 50.6%. In terms of Internal Business perspective,
the attention was from 32.0% to 60%. For the other two value perspectives, their extent
of focus was far less than the former two perspectives, especially for the Financial
perspective, only the two domains of Automotive and Consultancy mentioned. However,
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it is worth mentioning that one agile expert from the Consultancy domain assigned all
of the dollars (30 dollars) for the Financial Value perspective. The agile expert explained
this as, “this is a question of national policies”. The extent of concern on the Innovation
Market perspective was relative high than the Financial perspective, especially by the
domains of Data Processing and Consultancy. One participant from the Data Processing
domain explained that “the requirements of big data are very high, and in order to keep
system’s extendibility, the best choice is to adopt new techniques and architecture, so
the learning requirements of new techniques are also relative high”. The other
participant said that “innovation is an important means to increase market competence”.
As Patterson et al. [93] reported: product innovation is a big challenge for a company to
gain more market share. And one participant from the Consultancy domain said that
“because we aim at providing consulting advice to customers or other companies, so our
demands for team members’ technical skills, collaboration, and the control of new
techniques are relatively high”. For the Telecom domain we interviewed, they did not
pay much attention to the Innovation Market perspective as the company is a national
enterprise, which should satisfy the leaders’ requirements first, and then other
innovation aspects, they focused more on the Internal Business perspective.
It is understandable that the high focus extent of the Customer and Internal Business
perspectives because one of the principles of agile method is to respond customers’
requirements fast and deliver a visible and working prototype after each iteration [78].
And Chow and Cao’s [94] investigation indicated that a software product of high quality
was derived from a feasible process management technique, which responded by agile
methods. Furthermore, Lee and Xia [95] stated that the high efficient and motivated
responses could guarantee a development team to finish delivering a product on time,
which would have a positive effect on the quality of the software product. Therefore,
our participants focused not only the Customer perspective value but also on the value
of company inside or the Internal business perspective, so as to make sure the companies’
long term development.
In the SVM [17], each Value perspective is further divided into VAs, and each VA
includes some SVAs VCs. We mapped the categorized VAs mentioned by the
participants in this study (see TABLE 6) to the VAs, SVAs and VCs in the SVM (see
Fig. 7 below).

Fig. 7.! Detailed mapping of Value Aspects to the Software Value Map
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The first two columns in Fig. 7 present the four value perspectives and their
percentage of the total spent dollars, which own same information as showed in Fig. 5.
The rest columns describe the specific total percentage of spent dollars on the VAs and
SVAs of each value perspective. Some of the SVAs in Fig. 7 are VCs from SVM[17],
but we just mapped our VAs based on the SVM’s levels, so we called the VCs as SVAs,
for example, “co-worker capital value” in Fig. 7 is a SVA, but in the SVM [17], it is a
VC, even though it has two names, the meaning is still the same. An “N/A” cell in Fig.
7 indicates that no VAs from our participants can be matched with the SVAs of SVM.
One reason is that the purpose of our study was not to map all the identified VAs to the
SVM [17]. The other reason is that our participants did not provide more details about
the mentioned VAs due to their tight schedules. The “other” cells mean that we know
those VAs should be there, but there is no suitable SVAs for us to map with.
We can clear see that our participant paid more attention to the Customer (43.46%
of the total spent dollars) and Internal Business (42.34% of the total spent dollars)
perspectives. And regarding the Customer perspective, the participants concerned more
about the perceived value, which is related to the benefits derived from the
product/feature. McDougall and Levesque [96] emphasized that the perceived value is
an important VA, customers always focus on the core quality of one product and the
relevant attributes. Besides, in the perceived value aspect, Delivery Process Value
(31.53% of the total spent dollars) was prioritized as the most important SVA, followed
by Intrinsic Value (10.43%). According to Khurum et al. [17], Delivery Process Value
is the “quality of process in in-stalling/upgrading/receiving the product”, while Intrinsic
Value is defined as being “embedded into the software as functionality and attributes,
for example, usability, security”. The Intrinsic Value mainly refers to customers’
functional requirements, Maiti et al. [85] said that achieving the functional requirements
first is the nature of agile software development.
In the aspect of Delivery Process Value, the proportion is 21.53% and followed by
10.00% of Customer Satisfaction. The first reason for this is that before delivering the
final product to customers, they tend to expect to get a visible prototype as early and fast
as possible, the second reason is the company want to satisfy customers and improve the
product by responding quickly to customers’ feedback.
In Fig. 7, the Internal Business value perspective includes Production Value (27.30%
of the total spent dollars) and Differential Value (15.04% of the total spent dollars).
Production Value aims at excavating some potential requirements for satisfying the
product attributes and the company’s future development, such as team building,
product modulization, architecture design, etc. Since whether the product can deliver on
time or not lies in a high efficient team to a large extent [80], and the product modularity
and a good architecture design are the basis to increase developing speed and can make
sure future products to be extensible.

4.2!

Use of Value in Agile Organizations (RQ2)
During the interviews, we asked the participants how they maximize the categorized
VAs (see TABLE 6) they mentioned, and whether they met some barriers to achieve the
VAs, and what the strategies to improve the barriers. Based on their answers, we created
TABLE 12, which described the activities (activities used to achieve value) to maximize
the VAs (column “VA ID” refers to the identified VAs in TABLE 6), which activities
that need to be accomplished first or improved before achieving a certain VA (column
“activities need to be in-place or improved”), and which barriers were met when
achieving those VAs (column “barriers for achieving value”).
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TABLE 12.!

Activities and barriers for achieving value

VA
ID

Activities used to achieve Value

1

Agile methodology

Activities needed to be
in-place
or improved
To find a better
execution process

Backlog meeting

MVP (minimum viable product)
Planning poker

2

Barriers for achieving
Value
Difficult to collaborate
between Scrum teams
and non-Scrum teams
Unclear
provided
requirements
Difficult to divide the
granularity
of
requirements
BA lacks experience
Find
the
suitable
minimum system

All relevant people
related to requirements
need to participant

Positive evaluation
Negative evaluation
Burn-down chart
Kanban board
One-piece flow
Lean Canvas
TDD (test driven development)
Iteration development
Enclosed development
Produce a working prototype after each
iteration
Reasonable sprints divisions
Cross release
Monotasking method
Stand-up meeting
Weekly meeting
Retrospective meeting
Organization structure building

Collaboration between
the
traditional
organization structure
and
project
organization structure

“Four-levels” structure
Training mechanism
Collaboration of standard procedure

3

DevOps (development and operations)
Take personal strong points into
consideration when assigning tasks

Increase self-achievement by using
Gitlab to manage the total amount of
code
Help each other (does not mean pair
programming)

Different ability to
accept new knowledge
or concept
PM needs to excavate
every team member’s
potential in order to
maximize their personal
values

Some technicians are
not good at expressing
the problems he/she met
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VA
ID

Activities used to achieve Value

4

Customers
investigation
before
development
Responding
customers’
feedback
during development
Customer satisfaction research after
development
Bug tracking
Check bugs using BugZilla
Gray release
Beta release
Testing by the inside of the company
and some voluntary users

5

Activities needed to be
in-place
or improved

8

Mock-up testing before delivering the
final product
Documentation of the acceptance check
Code checklist
Product deployment repository
Code modularization
Code duplicate checking tools
Performance testing
Pressure testing
Concurrency testing
Black-box testing
White-box testing
Automated testing
Unit testing
Code review meetings
Research on similar products
Participating relevant forums
Focus on some WeChat Official
Accounts
Developing some unique functions
Initial meetings

9

People assigned by roles
proportions
More familiar with techniques

6

7

10

Barriers for achieving
Value

Make notes for losing
important feedback

Catch
the
crash
produced by users by
utilizing other systems

Requirements analysts
write test cases on the
back of relevant task
cards, after that, the
testers need to test the
tasks using the test
cases and make some
supplements

Planning based on the
similar projects of equal
scale and the extent of
difficulty

Could
not
clearly
describe
the
encountered problems
Are not able to catch
logs
Some developers are
not able to catch logs
either.

Balance requirements
of functionality and
performance
Conflicting
requirements will result
in bad system’s stability

The planned people
were not enough, which
need to get help from
other companies, but
they did not know clear
about the business
process and could not
well cooperate with the
original team

and

Consistent deployment between FrontEnd and Back-End
Documenting architecture
VSO/TFS management tool
JIRA management tool

Creating
a
good
architecture is difficult

Not suitable to small
projects

29

VA
ID

11
12

Activities used to achieve Value
ZenTao management tool
TOWER management tool
Microsoft Visual Studio Team Service
Stash
Wikis
Mingle
6-Sigma management system
Testing by third-parties
Training the developers’ ability to
analyze the business process
Annual plan of the core techniques
Applying patents for new techniques
Micro-innovation competitions
Learning new techniques (e.g. Hadoop)

13

14

Meeting leaders’ requirements first,
then market requirements

15

Continue optimizing the ability of
transformation
Increase profits and data flow
Keeping good quality for well brand
image
Making own product to be the
mainstream product
Increasing social responsibilities

17

18

Barriers for achieving
Value

Extending
to
universities labs
Promoting
new
techniques
Discussions
and
experiments about the
techniques

Developing cost is
difficult to apply
No experts of new
techniques available to
learn from

Analysis of data burial points
Asking help from consulting companies
in order to obtain user experience

16

Activities needed to be
in-place
or improved

Finding suitable burial
points in programs is
difficult
Improving acceptance
testing
Reasonable
quality
criteria
Improving
the
developers’
ability
regarding unit testing
Changing qualitative
analysis to quantitative
analysis
when
collecting
user
experience
Balancing
leaders’
value and market value
is difficult
Finding the unique sell
point is difficult

Bad competitions lead
to the loss of talents

Improving
company’s
economic
independence
Making information safe to the public
Customers’ new requirements were
counted as new tasks

In general, the activities mentioned by the participants to achieve the categorized
the 18 VAs were related to agile practices from Agile Alliance [65], such as stand-up
meeting, acceptance testing, iteration development, Kanban board, etc. As we can see
from TABLE 12, the activities are the most to achieve VA ID 1 (Delivery process w.r.t.
time), which is inline with our results in TABLE 6, and it is the most important VA,
which referred by the most participants and spent the most amount of the total dollars.
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And one participant said that they use GoCD, Snap, Tortoise, and Duang to improve
continuous integration and delivery in order to optimize VA ID 1. And the relevant
reasons for the importance of VA ID 1, we have explained in section 4.1 (RQ1). The
second most mentioned activities were used to achieve VA ID 6 (Physical product),
which including multiple testing activities to improve product quality. And one
participant said that they always use Gauge to perform the automated testing work. As
reported by Conboy [11]: quality is an important aspect of achieving customer value.
Meanwhile, one of the principles of agile methods pointed out that the purpose of a
company was to maximize customer value, so the activities to achieve VA ID 4
(Customer satisfaction) and 5 (Customer intrinsic functionality) were also relative more
than other VAs. Besides, the participants provided many project management tools to
achieve VA ID 10 (Project process), which were serviced for VA ID 2 (Organization)
and 3 (Team members) to optimize their values. While maximizing the value of
organization and team members is extremely significant to achieve the value aspects
related to Time and Quality, and the relevant reasons for this have been interpreted in
section 4.1 (RQ1). Furthermore, we have a special activity to achieve VA ID 14, which
was to meet leaders’ requirements first, and this may different from the activities in other
countries.
As the immature application of agile methods in China, which mentioned by most
of the participants we interviewed, and only few companies could use some agile
methods (e.g. Scrum, lean) smoothly. The practical usage of agile methods in China was
that the transition from tradition software development methods (e.g. waterfall) to agile
software development methods and attempts or experiments on agile methods in small
scale projects. Therefore, our participants met some barriers during these processes, we
concluded those barriers from three perspectives. Firstly, the transition from traditional
methods to agile methods or their combinations, and some participants said that one pure
agile method could not work very well in some specific contexts, which was supported
by many studies [97][98][99][100], these barriers related to many aspects, such as
project management, team members’ collaboration, product delivery, etc. Secondly, the
barriers about requirements, which including the too many customers’ requirements and
divisions, the control gate of requirements’ entrance, how many tasks should be
achieved in one sprint, domain knowledge, etc. Thirdly, the barriers related to new
techniques, some participants said that they lacked experts to learn new techniques from,
some participants said that the cost of developing new techniques was high, and others
said that the promotion of new techniques was difficult and need more time.
Besides, our participants identified many advantages and disadvantages of using
agile methods, and most of the advantages were reflected on the VAs, which provided
by the participants, some examples of the advantages were fast responding changing
requirements; improving team members’ communication, collaboration, personal skills,
working efficiency; fast delivery, short iterations, traceable processes; low cost, which
was suitable for entrepreneurship, and beneficial to improve companies’ values, etc.
However, there were also some disadvantages when using agile methods or agile
practices, which were the high requirements of the agile leaders, company cultures, and
team members’ personal skills; the very frequently communicating with customers, too
many changing requirements, and the unclear and unstable business requirements; the
incomplete application of agile concepts, the lack of experience, and the low knowledge
share awareness among team members; the reinvestment and too many system processes
were not suitable for large scale teams and projects, and a good team need a long time
to build; the long time to experiment and combine with tradition methods, less
documentations, and the problems of Chinese training industry, which provided some
mechanically working workers instead of training them to be more creative for
improvements. And there are some studies could support these advantages and
disadvantages, e.g. [73] [101] [102].
RQ2.1: How is the value measured/assured/evaluated? Overall, there was no
specific metrics or tools to measure/assure/evaluate the VAs, but the participants
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provided some strategies and methods to measure/assure/evaluate some of the VAs.
Here are some examples:
For VA 1 (Delivery process w.r.t. time), some participants used CICD to measure
the frequency of iterations, some participants utilized SOA, Spring boot, and Spring
cloud service architecture to assure continual integration and releases.
In terms of VA 2 (Organization) and 3 (Team members), some participants said that
it was difficult to find an appropriate tool to measure them, as these VAs related to
people’s characteristics. Even though one participant said that they had an agile
retrospective tool to assure team members’ communication and collaboration, he did not
explain the details about the tool. However, some participants provided some criteria to
motivate organizations and team members to do better, such as the KPI evaluation, the
spent time of developing one thousand lines of code of each team member, Power for
Question to assure the good communication among team members.
Regarding VA 4 (Customer satisfaction), the participants said that they could not
predict the extent of customer satisfaction in advance until after customer using the
product, except using the tools (see TABLE 12) to assure the product quality, they also
used questionnaires and GP (Georgia-Pacific) to collect users’ feedback. Besides, they
also evaluated the frequency of users’ visit traffic by week or month.
About the measurement/assurance/evaluation of the rest VAs, our participant only
mentioned some activities to achieve them (see TABLE 12).

4.3!

Similarities and differences of value between China and Sweden (RQ3)
Based on our results and Alahyari et al.’s [21] results, we made a comparative
analysis of the similarities and differences of value definition, usage, and measurements
between China and Sweden. We will show our results in the following two sub-sections.
For the most used agile practices in two studies, Fig. 8 shows the most common used
agile practices (the blue area) by both studies and the unique most used agile practices
by each study. In Fig. 8, the red area is this study’s unique agile practices, and the yellow
area is the original study’ (Alahyari et al. [21]) unique agile practices.

Fig. 8.!Differences of the most used agile practices

From Fig. 8, we can find that about the most 10 used agile practices in each study,
we have 8 agile practices are the same, and have two different most used agile practices.
About the Burn-down Chart and Estimation in the original study, in our study, their
percentages of frequency were 53.3% (n=16) and 66.7% (n=20) correspondingly.
Besides that, there is no other obvious difference between the two studies, except for the
complete different used percentage of frequency of the agile practices.
In terms of the least used agile practices, Fig. 9 shows the differences. In Fig. 9, the
blue area presents the common least used agile practices by two studies, the red area is
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the unique least used agile practices by our study, while the yellow area is the unique
least used practices by the original study.

Fig. 9.!Differences of the least used agile practices

Fig. 9 tells us that there are 6 agile practices of the least usage in both of the two
studies, and the other 5 least used agile practices were complete different in two studies.
Regarding the unique least used agile practices (Project charting, Given-When-Than,
Ubiquitous language, Three C’s, Rules of simplicity) in the original study, their
percentages of frequency were still relatively high in our study, and the corresponding
percentages were 56.7% (n=17), 43.3% (n=13), 43.3% (n=13), 36.7% (n=11), and 36.7%
(n=13). And the other differences about the least used agile practices in both studies are
the complete different used percentages. Besides, we need to point out that the
Exploratory testing in our study could not be appeared in the original study as we
provided 60 agile practices from Agile Alliance [65] to our participants, the original
study’s authors provided 58 agile practices to their participants, the reason of the
different number of agile practices is due to the website’s update.
4.3.1!

Similarities and differences of value definitions
In this section, we will analyze the similarities and differences of value definitions
from the perspectives of categorizations, importance, domains, and roles.
A.! Value categorizations
In our results, we categorized the 191 value aspects into 18 VAs, compared to
Alahyari et al.’s [21] results, they categorized the 134 value aspects into 16 VAs.
TABLE 13 presents the categorizations of two studies, the first column “ID” is the same
with the information in TABLE 6, and the “ID” numbers and order are the same with
the original study’s value categorization. The second column “Our study (A)” refers to
this study’s value categorizations, and the third column “Original study (B)” is Alahyari
et al.’s [21] value categorizations. For example, A1 is the first VA of our study, and B2
is the second VA of the original study.
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TABLE 13.!

ID
1
2
3
4

Value categorizations of two studies

Our study (A)
Delivery process w.r.t. time
Organization (communication, collaboration,
team building, not work overtime)
Team members (personal skills, creation,
self-achievement, domain knowledge)
Customer satisfaction (e.g. less defects)

5

Customer intrinsic functionality

6
7
8

Physical product (product, modularity)
Market occupation
Resource allocation (people, equipment,
money)
Product architecture

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Project process (visual prototype process
management)
Internal perceived (maintainability,
extenability)
Technology
User experience value (e.g. usability)
Market potential value
("Chinese characters", potential requirements)
Sales and promotion
Company brand image
Government support
Revenue

Original study (B)
Delivery Process w.r.t. time
Perceived Quality
Cost (product, Project)
Actual Quality (product, code,
architecture, or stability)
Processes, Ways of Working (WoW),
Tools
End-User Performance, Usability
Innovation, Knowledge of Organization
Customer Relationship
Knowledge of feature Value for
customer or product
usage
Revenue, Business Value
Functionality
Non-functional Requirements, Hedonic
Value
Competitiveness
To keep positive attitude,
Professionalism
Maintainability
Reliability

Before comparing the differences and similarities of the two studies’ value
definitions and categorizations, we communicated with the original study’s authors
many times in order to get more details about the 16 VAs they categorized. The
comparison results are: we have 6 single VAs own the same meanings with the VAs in
the original study, the specific pair groups of the same meanings are A1 and B1, A5 and
B11, A7 and B13, A10 and B5, A13 and B12, A14 and B9; we have 5 unique VAs,
which the original study did not have, these VAs are A8, A11, A12, A16, and A17; we
do not have the 4 VAs, which own by the original study, those VAs were B3, B7, B15,
and B16. Besides, the meanings of B2 andB6 are the meaning of A4, the meanings of
A9 and A6 are the meaning of B4, and the meanings of A15 and A18 are the meaning
of B10. And the collaboration in A2 includes the meaning of B8, the personal skills in
A3 includes the meaning of B14.
B.! Value importance
In this sub-section, we analyzed the importance of the VAs in two studies. TABLE
14 shows the differences. In TABLE 14, the first column “Group ID” represents the
group number of the VAs, the second column “Group of VAs” represents the groups,
which have the same meaning in both of the two studies, and we have described the
groups in section 4.3.1.1. The third column “Frequency” is the comparison of the
mentioned frequency in two studies regarding the corresponding group of VAs. The last
column is a comparison of the average amount of spent dollars by the participants in two
studies in terms of one specific group of VAs. Besides, the letters like A1, B2 are of the
same meanings with the information in TABLE 13. Since we only have 9 groups of
similar VAs to compare, we did not list the rest of the VAs in two studies.
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TABLE 14.!

Differences of value importance

Group ID

Group of VAs

Frequency (%)

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9

(A1, B1)
(A5, B11)
(A7, B13)
(A10, B5)
(A13, B12)
(A14, B9)
(A4, (B2, B6))
((A9, A6), B4)
((A15, A18), B10)

(77, 65)
(43, 22)
(30, 13)
(20, 44)
(17, 17)
(13, 26)
(47, 44)
(30, 44)
(5, 22)

Average amount of
spent dollars
(28.08, 24.80)
(24.08, 27.80)
(11.50, 28.33)
(12.50, 17.50)
(9.00, 19.50)
(11.25, 24.50)
(21.43, 19.46)
(16.67, 26.10)
(15.00, 28.00)

Looking at TABLE 14, in terms of the average mentioned frequency of the VAs by
the participants in two studies, we have high percentages than the original study in G1,
G2, G3, and G7, we have low percentages than the original study in G4, G6, G8, and
G9, while the both studies have the same percentage in G5. For the average amount of
spent dollars, we only have high spent dollars than the original study in G1 and G7, the
rest our VAs in the groups are of low spent dollars than the original study.
C.! Similarities and differences per domain
Performing a replication study is very hard as we need to keep everything as similar
as we can. In the original study, the researchers interviewed 9 companies in 4 domains,
which were Defense, Consultancy, Automotive, and Telecom. In our study, we tried to
interview companies in those four domains, and we really did that even though we did
not get too many participants. Fig. 10 shows the differences in two studies about the
average personal percentages of spent dollars on each of the four domains. The blue,
orange, gray, and yellow cuboids stand for the percentages of spent dollars in four
domains (the order is Defense, Consultancy, Automotive, and Telecom) in our study,
while the blue, orange, gray, and yellow cylinders stand for the original study’s
percentages. And G1 to G9 are of the same information in TABLE 14.

Fig. 10.!Different percentages of spent dollars per domain

Looking at Fig. 10, we can know that in our study, the Automotive domain focused
more on G1, G3, G5, and G9; the Defense domain focused more on G2 and G8; the
Telecom domain focused more in G4 and G7, and the Consultancy domains focused
more in G6. While in the original study, the Automotive domains focused more in G4,
G6, and G7; the Defense domain focused more in G1 and G8; the Telecom domains
focused more in G3, and the Consultancy domains focused more in G2, G5, and G9.
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D.! Similarities and differences per role
Since we did a replication study, we classified our participants into two different
roles (PM and PO) as the researchers did in the original study. Fig. 11 is a comparison
about the two studies’ percentage of spent dollars on the 9 groups of similar VAs. We
did not analyze more about the rest VAs in both of the two studies as they had different
meanings. And in Fig. 11, the blue content stands for the PMs in two studies, and the
yellow content stands for POs in two studies. While the blue and yellow cuboids are the
PMs and POs in our study, and the blue and yellow cylinders stand for the PMs and POs
in the original study. And G1 to G9 are of the same information in TABLE 14.

Fig. 11.!Different percentages of spent dollars per role

As we can see from Fig. 11, in both two studies, the PMs focused more in G1, G2,
G8, and G9 than the POs, while the POs focused more in G6 and G7 than PMs. And in
G3, G4, and G5, the PMs and POs had the very different extent of concerns. For example,
in G3, the PMs focused more than the POs in our study, but in the original study, the
POs focused more than the PMs.
E.! Mapping with SVM
The SVM included four value perspectives, which were Customer, Internal Business,
Innovation, and Financial [17]. We mapped our VAs provided by the participants with
the SVM and Fig. 12 presents the differences between two studies about the mapping
results. In Fig. 12, the blue cuboids stand for our study and the orange cuboids are the
mapping results of the original study.

Fig. 12.!Differences about mapping to the SVM

We can clearly see from Fig. 12 that we have high percentages in Internal Business
perspective and Innovation perspective than the original study, while the original study
had high percentages in Customer perspective and Financial perspective than our study.
Besides, our participants focused more in the perspectives of Customer and Internal
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Business and tried to balance this two aspects, while the original study’s participants
focused around two times more in Customer perspective than the Internal Business
perspective. And the participants from the original study had a similar concern extent in
Innovation Market perspective and Financial perspective.
When we analyzed the domains’ focus extent of the four value perspectives in our
study, we also made a comparison with the focuses from the original study. TABLE 15
is the comparison results of two studies. “A” stands for our study and “B” stand for the
original study.
TABLE 15.!
Value
Perspective

Telecom

Comparison of SVM perspectives per domain
Automotive

Consultancy

Defense

Study

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

Customer

40.0%

63.0%

50.0%

69.2%

39.0%

57.5%

40.0%

74.5%

Internal
Business

60.0%

21.5%

40.0%

25.8%

32.0%

21.3%

40.0%

25.5%

Innovation
Market

0.0%

8.5%

5.0%

2.5%

23.0%

8.8%

20.0%

0.0%

Financial

0.0%

7.0%

5.0%

2.5%

6.0%

12.5%

0.0%

0.0%

As we can see from TABLE 15, the similarities are that in domains of Automotive,
Consultancy, and Defense, both the highest focus of two studies lie in the Customer
perspective, and our Telecom domain and the original study’s Defense domains focused
0% in the perspectives of Innovation Market and Financial. But in Telecom domain, our
participants concerned more about the Internal Business perspective compared with the
other three perspectives, while the original study’s participants focused the highest
percentage still in the Customer perspective.
4.3.2!

Similarities and differences of activities and measurements
Besides the comparisons above, we also made a comparison of the activities to
achieve, hinder or improve the VAs in two studies and compared the differences and
similarities of measuring/assuring/evaluating those VAs in two studies. The specific
comparisons were explained in the following sub-sections.
A.! Activities
During our interviews, our participants provided us some activities to maximize the
VAs they identified, explained the homologous barriers they met, and also with some
improvements for the VAs. The original study’s participants also provided the relevant
information, for the comparison of the similar VAs in two studies, we used the peerreview method [69] and communicated with original study’s authors to find the similar
and different activities. Fig. 13 shows the similarities and differences of this two studies,
regarding the similar VAs (e.g. VAs in G1), the blue activities were the similar activities
to achieve, hinder or improve them, while the yellow activities were the different
activities to achieve, hinder or improve them. And G1 to G9 are of the same information
in TABLE 14.
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Fig. 13.!Activities comparison of two studies

For all activities to achieve the relevant VAs in two studies, we found three main
similarities, the first one was that the most of our activities were related to agile practices;
the second one was that the main activities were related to Time, Cost, Quality, and
Simplified processes, and the third similarity was that the most barriers were about
delivering product on time. Besides, we also found three main differences. Firstly, the
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different descriptions of the same activity to achieve the similar VAs, for example, in
order to achieve VAs in G1, we had the activities of “Iteration development” and “Cross
release”, while the original study [21] had the activities of “Development loops, sprints”
and “Iterative way of working, many deliveries between main deliveries”. Actually, the
meanings of “iteration development” and “development loops and sprints” [21] are
similar, the meanings of “cross release” and “iterative way of working and many
deliveries between main deliveries” [21] are similar. Secondly, we had the same
activities to achieve different VAs, for example, we had one activity “Mock-up testing
before delivering the final product” to achieve our VA5, while in the original study, they
had a activity “Putting myself in the customer’s situation” [21] to achieve their VA6.
Thirdly, for every VA in our study, we all have relevant activities to achieve them, while
in the original study, they did not have activities to achieve their VA12 and VA15. The
rest differences were shown in Fig. 13 regarding the similar VAs in two studies.
B.! Measurements
This sub-section is about the comparison of tools or methods to
measure/assure/evaluate the VAs in two studies.
We did not find the obvious similarities between two studies except that in the
original study, the participant used the number of bugs and test results to test the VAs
(VA2 and VA4) related to quality, while in our study, our participants provided many
testing activities to ensure Physical Quality (VA6), and we had one tool - BugZilla to
decrease product defects. And in the original study, the authors also pointed out that
their participants said that they used project budget to measure Cost (VA3) in short time,
about the rest VAs in their study, their participants did not provide the specific tools or
methods to measure. And for the differences of this two studies, they are about the tools,
methods or frameworks provided by this study’s participants, and we have described
them in section 4.2 (answers to RQ2.1).
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5!

DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION
In this section, we will discuss and make a short summary of our results. And it
includes three sub-sections, one is about the results related to the first two research
questions, one is related to the comparative results, and the other one is the limitations
of this study.

5.1!

Our results
We chose the Replication [24] method to do a study of value in China in order to
get a better and deep understandings of value’s definitions, usage, and measurements
based on Alahyari et al.’s [21] investigation, and we used the in-depth semi-structured
interviews [25] method to collect data as it can help us get participants’ real
understanding of value in the real industrial contexts. According to the participants’
explanations, the 10 most used agile practices in China were Backlog, Iteration, Team,
Unit Testing, Acceptance Test, Backlog Grooming, Daily meeting, Incremental
Development, Refactoring, and Continuous Integration. And the situation of the
application of agile methods in China was a case of push or experiments, and they tried
all the 60 agile practices from Agile Alliance [65] for the purpose of finding the most
suitable practices that can be used in Chinese software development processes. And
during the interviews, we asked our participants to explain their value definitions and
prioritize them using the 100-dollar [58] method. Finally, we got 191 value aspects, and
we categorized them into 18 different categorizations (in other words, 18 VAs) based
on the participants’ interpretations. According to the mentioned frequency and spent
dollars of each VA, we found that the 5 most important VAs, which were Delivery
process w.r.t. time, Organization, Team members, Customer satisfaction, and Customer
intrinsic functionality.
After that, we analyzed the focus extent of the 18 VAs by domains and roles, and
we found that they also concerned more about these 5 VAs. Meanwhile, the PMs focused
more on software development process, organizations, and team members, while the
POs concerned more about requirements and customers. And we made an analysis of
the focus extent of each participant, except for a few exceptions, most of them concerned
about the 5 VAs than the other 13 VAs. In order to obtain a better understanding of how
the participants balanced those VAs, we mapped the 18 VAs into the SVM [17], and
discovered that they paid more attention to the Customer and the Internal Business
perspectives than the other two perspectives and they tried to balance the values of this
two perspectives. Then we analyzed the participants’ focus degree based on their
company or organization’s domains, and the results showed that they also had high
percentages in the perspectives of Customer and Internal Business.
Finally, we asked the participants to list the activities to maximize or achieve the
VAs they identified, and what barriers did they met, how did they improve the relevant
barriers. And we found that most of the activities were related to agile practices, Time,
Cost, Quality, and simplified processes. Most of the barriers were about delivering
product on time, and the combinations or transitions between agile software
development methods and traditional software development methods. About the value
measurements, the participants did not provide us the specific metrics or tools to
measure/assure/evaluate the VAs, but they told us some methods and strategies they
used.
Based on our results, we can provide the researchers and practitioners with the real
definitions, usage, and measurements of value in Chinese agile software development
organizations as the few investigations existed in literature, and we also provided a clear
execution process to do the similar research.

5.2!

Comparative results
Since we did a replication study, we need to make a comparative analysis with the
original study [21]. Due to the particularity of doing a replication study, we changed
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some factors to do our research, such as the researchers, locations, no. of participants,
etc. Finally, we got the following comparative results based on the results from the two
studies.
For the 10 most used agile practices in China and Sweden, we had 8 common used
agile practices, which were Backlog, Iteration, Team, Unit Testing, Acceptance Test,
Backlog Grooming, Daily Meeting, and Continuous Integration. The other two most
used agile practices were different. And for the least used agile practices in two countries,
we had 6 common used agile practices, which were Niko-niko Calendar, Behavior
Driven Development, CRC cards, Story Mapping, Mock Objects, and INVEST.
For the categorized VAs in two studies, this study had 11 VAs were similar to the
original study’s 10 VAs, which were the same information as list in TABLE 14 (G1 to
G9). Most of this two studies’ VAs were related to Time, Cost, and Quality. In terms of
the focus extent by the PMs and POs regarding the similar VAs in two studies, the PMs
focused more on Delivery process w.r.t. time, Customer intrinsic functionality, Physical
product, Product architecture, Sales and promotion, and Revenue than the POs, while
the POs concerned more about the Customer satisfaction and Market potential value
than the PMs. For the different domains’ concerns about the similar VAs in two studies,
the Defense domains had high concern percentages in Physical product and Product
architecture than the other domains. Then, it’s about the comparative mapping results,
the participants focused more on the perspectives of Customer and Internal Business
than the other two value perspectives in two studies. And both of the Automotive,
Consultancy, and Defense domains had the highest focus degree on the Customer
perspective.
Finally, most of the activities provided by the two studies were related to agile
practices, the main activities to achieve or maximize the VAs were related to Time, Cost,
Quality, and simplified processes, and the most barriers to achieve the VAs were about
delivering product on time. About the similarities of value measurements in two studies,
we had some specific testing activities to measure/assure/evaluate the VAs related to
quality.
Based on the comparative results, the researchers and practitioners can clearly know
about the similarities and differences about the value definitions, usage, and
measurements in Chines and Swedish software development organizations so as to help
the two countries’ software companies collaborate and communicate smoothly, and
furthermore, help them get access to each country’ software market fast and easily.
According to our findings, in the future, the Chinese software companies need to
concern more about the Customer value perspective, the Swedish software companies
have to pay more attention to the Internal Business value perspective; the Swedish
software companies need to try some software project management tools (such as JIRA,
ZenTao, TOWER, etc.;) for ensuring the value of Project process, Organization, and
Team members; both of the two countries’ software companies need to find more tools,
metrics or measurements to assure the rest value aspects. Researchers should find more
measurements for value aspects as the few measurements identified in two studies, and
researchers also need to find a suitable model for the transition from traditional software
development to agile software development as the Chinese software companies were in
the transition process (one of the findings in our study).

5.3!

Limitations
Even though our results had answered our research questions, this study still had
some limitations.
The first limitation was about our replication research method, which required us to
keep the same research contexts as much as possible, but in reality, it was extremely
difficult to keep all factors the same, we changed some factors (see Table 1) to better
performing our research, such as the researchers, locations, interview mode, etc.
The second limitation was that the limited number of interviewed Chinese software
companies and participants in each company (20 companies and 30 participants),
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because it is impossible for us to access all Chinese software companies and get all
relevant participants.
The third limitation was that the categorizations of domains and value aspects as we
did not find the standard criteria for us follow, the main criteria of the categorizations
was based on the participants’ explanations, and due to our limited research experience,
maybe we cannot investigate the deeper and extensive results.
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6!

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
By literature research, we found that the definitions of value in agile software
development processes were limited, isolated, and partly understood. Even though
Alahyari et al.’s study investigated the definitions, usage, and measurements of value in
Swedish agile software development organizations, we did a replication study of their
study in China in order to get a common understanding of value to promote the
collaborations and communication between Chinese and Swedish agile software
companies. Because the two countries’ software companies can understand the high
focused value aspects based on different roles and domains and the well understanding
will lead to expanding their market and obtaining more market potential share in each
other country. Based on our aim and objectives, we formulated three research questions
to perform our research.
In this study, we used the in-depth semi-structured interviews method to find
answers to the RQs. Totally, we interviewed 30 participants from 20 Chinese software
organizations or companies. Here are our findings:
For RQ1, it is about value definitions and the most important Value Aspect (VA).
We found that (1) our participants defined 18 VAs and the most important VA is
Delivery process w.r.t. time; (2) the Internet Application domain had a high focus on the
Delivery process w.r.t. time, the Consultancy domain had high focus on Team members,
the Telecom domain focused more on Customer satisfaction, Physical product, and
Product architecture, the Data Processing domain concerned more about Product
architecture and Technology, the Education domain paid more attention to Physical
product, the Defense domain had high focus on Market occupation, while the
Automotive domain focused more on User experience; (3) the PMs had high attention
to Delivery process w.r.t. rime, Organization, and Team members, while the POs
focused more on Customer satisfaction.
In terms of RQ2, it is about the usage of value in agile software development
organizations, how the participants achieve the value, what barriers they meet, how they
improve the barriers, and how they measure/assure/evaluate the value. We found that (1)
most of the activities the participants used to achieve value were related to agile practices;
(2) most of the activities mentioned by the participants were about Time, Cost, and
Quality; (3) the main barriers were the combinations and transitions between agile
software development methods and traditional methods on the basis of delivering
product on time; (4) we did not get the specific metrics or tools to measure, assure or
evaluate the VAs identified by the participants, but they provided us with some methods
or strategies for some VAs, such as CICD, KPI, GP, etc.
With regard to RQ3, we aimed at finding the similarities and differences about the
value definitions, usage, and measurements between China and Sweden. The finding are
(1) both of the two studies’ participants had similar focus on Time, Cost, and Quality,
the Swedish participants concerned more about the value of the Customer perspective
than the other perspectives, while the Chinese participants had high focus on the value
perspectives of Customer and Internal Business and they tried to balance this two
perspectives; (2) the two studies’ Defense domains paid more attention to the Physical
product and Product architecture, the Chinese Consultancy domain had high focus on
Market occupation compared to the Customer intrinsic functionality focused by the
Swedish Consultancy domain, the Chinese Automotive domain concerned more about
User experience compared to the more spent dollars on Market potential value by the
Swedish Automotive domain, while the Chinese Telecom domain paid more attention
to Physical product and Product architecture, the Swedish Telecom domain focused
more on Market occupation; (3) in two studies, the PMs focused more on the software
development process , organization, and team members than the POs, while the POs
concerned more about requirements and customers than the PMs; (4) about the activities
to achieve the VAs in two studies, the Chinese and Swedish companies had different
descriptions of the similar activities to achieve the similar VAs, the Swedish companies
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had the same activities to achieve different VAs, and the Chinese participants provided
us with some process management tools to achieve the Project process; (5) about the
value measurements, the two studies had the similar testing activities to measure or
assure quality, while the Chinese participants provided us with some methods and
strategies to measure, assure or evaluate the Delivery process w.r.t. time, Organization,
Team members, and Customer satisfaction.
In future work, we will do more replication studies of similar topic in other countries
and try to get a more common understanding of value in the context of global software
development, and attempt to find a suitable model for the combination of agile and
traditional methods and maximizing both values.
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APPENDIX A

Interview Introduction
!! Who we are
We are master students (Li Xian and Cao Qian) at BTH (Blekinge Institute of
Technology) in Sweden. Now we are conducting a scientific research work in
collaboration with our supervisors - Prof. Kai Petersen, Prof. Tony Gorschek, Assistant
Prof. Richard Berntsson Svensson in BTH, and Doctor Alahyari in Chalmers University
of Technology. Through our research, we will gain an understanding of how value is
defined, used, measured etc.
!! Our aim
We want to perform a study of value in agile software development organizations
in China in order to investigate and reflect on the lean concept of value in the context of
agile software development. For achieving our goal, we want to conduct interviews in
Chinese software development organizations for the purpose of obtaining information
of how Chinese software companies understand and work with the value in the context
of software development.
!! Your benefits
- Free assessment and access the summary of value in literature;
- Review and improvement suggestions of your value definitions;
- Explicit activities to benefit or hinder value creation;
- Insights from other organizations (comparison with others in China, comparison
with definitions in Sweden)
!! Inputs we need
Based on our goal, in order to get the real and valid data, we aim at interviewing at
least two experienced participants in software development of each company. One is
responsible for improving, assessing or influencing the agile software development
process, and the other one is responsible for requirements selection and product delivery.
Every interview will last a maximum of 120 minutes.
!! Confidentiality
Your organization or company and all interviewees will be anonymous. Meanwhile,
the collected data is intend to be used in a research report. Data will not be directly
associated with company. No organization names and locations (city, etc.) will be given
(company name anonymous if requested).
The interview will be conducted by Li Xian and Cao Qian. And the mode of
interview can be face-to-face/internet/call.
We hope that you regard this study as an opportunity to reflect on value and value
assurance in agile software development.
Thanks for your attention. Looking forward to your participation.
Li Xian
Cao Qian
xili15@student.bth.se
qica15@student.bth.se
Blekinge Institute of Technology,
Blekinge Institute of Technology,
SE-371 79 Karlskrona (Sweden)
SE-371 79 Karlskrona (Sweden)
Tel: +86 18734900968
Tel: +86 15103469019
+46 725655392
+46 725655404
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